Answer Key

Worksheet 1
Answers will vary.

Worksheet 1, page 2
1. F
2. T
3. T
4. F
5. T
6. T
7. F
8. T
9. F
10. F

Worksheet 2
1. personality
2. appointment
3. driven
4. colleague
5. strong desire for
6. emotion
7. have confidence in
8. away from work
9. empathize
10. instead of
11. concerns
12. sample

Worksheet 3
1. a. competitive
   b. high-powered
   c. demanding
   e. take-charge
2. a. They might work too hard.
3. b. Type A personalities can be careless of their health.
4. c. owners of businesses
   d. top salespeople
   e. chief executive officers of corporations
Worksheet 4
1. intense
2. goal
3. drive
4. compete
5. persistent
6. achievement
7. loyal
8. friendship
9. commission
10. take-charge

Worksheet 5
1. b. relaxed
c. supportive
d. flexible
e. high-energy
2. a. They focus on positive things.
3. b. Type B personalities like to interact with others.
4. a. actors
c. TV personalities
d. advertising
e. tour guides

Worksheet 6
1. relaxed
2. attitude
3. posture
4. trusting
5. high-energy
6. mood
7. stable
8. flexible
9. conversationalist
10. persuasive

Worksheet 7
1. relaxed
2. tolerant
3. constant
4. flexible
5. achievement
6. imperfection
7. tough
8. competitive
9. supportive
10. loyal

Worksheet 8
1. competitive; driven; critical
2. trusting; flexible
3. CEOs; managers
4. TV personalities; team members; at conversation
5. mood; attitude
6. flexible; patient
7. advancement; recognition; achievements; accomplishments
8. high-powered; intense; competitive
9. goals
10. loyal; accepting; trusting
11. friends; acquaintances

Worksheet 9
1. b
2. a
3. h
4. f
5. c
6. e
7. d
8. g

Worksheet 10
1. stable
2. CEO
3. content
4. excel
5. goal
6. positive
7. posture